Testimonials From my Subscribers:
Thanks Ed - have you given any thought to taking me under your wings as an
apprentice?
Michael P

Thanks Ed !
I doubled my money on that one and got out I have learned a lot from your trades My hope is you keep trading forever ! :)
Rick R
hello Ed.
I have been trying to get my kids into investing. they are in college now.
they have had a TDA account for a while and have done well with SPY and MCD since
2008
I would like them to be more active in their accounts and your system will be perfect for
this.
They are already interested and have opened their sim accounts and are ready to start
learning option spreads
They will be signing up for your emails.
The perfect way to get the younger folks involved.
Thanks again for all that you do :)
Dan.

Brad J..
you send out a lot of good, successful trade ideas...thanks for taking the time to do so.

Lynn C.
Good couple of weeks!!

Lynn C.
Hi Ed, Great results last week. Keep up the good work. I love following your picks.
Saludos,Lynn

Alex G.
Hi Ed,
You seem to get better grip of situation when you thrown out crazy stocks from the mix

Lynn C.

Hi Ed, I very much prefer your rules. Let your winners ride and close the
losers.

Douglas N.
I'm new at this so my opinion doesn't count for much, but I think you are as close as you can get
to being right on. The nut to crack of course, is judging which ponies to ride for the week
which carries the risk of the market moving against you, but then, that is the name of the game.
I have followed you for some time and I think, in spite of some really big losing weeks, for the
most part I think you do as well as others (paid guru's included) that I track. I also think this
current choppy period we are in as the market reaches for the 'top' and rolls over, is probably
as difficult a market environment as you will experience.
So ... keep it up and thanks for sharing.

Dan D.

I like your strategy. you are using good percentages.
Good stuff :)

Lawrence H.
Hi Ed
nice advice and appreciated your efforts.
Thanks so much for the professional advice AND YOUR EXCELLENT TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS.

Randy G.
...there is nothing wrong with your trade entrance criteria...given all of the information available,
they are high probability trades. But you cannot predict the future. The smartest thing to do is
keep your risk proportionate to the amount of money you are willing to lose...because we all
know you're going to lose.

Ali Al K.
You
Are
Superman
Thanks for every minute you spent it for us
It was really a hard week
Best Regards,

Ali Al K.
Keep going I got a lot of profits because of your efforts even last position for NDX I got a
profit because of I trust in your look and I did not close it,
I am really appreciated every single minute you spent to make us happy
Best Regards

